Our Speakers

Anna Gong
CEO & Founder, Perx Technologies
*The Forgotten Customer - A ticking time bomb*

Melvin Poh
Founder, The Asian Entrepreneur
*Exploring knowledge creation through Digital Media*

P Venkatesh
Scholar, Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy
*Imagining Smart Cities: Narratives as a currency of change*

Mrinalini Venkatachalam
Head of Public Awareness and Youth Initiatives, UN Women Singapore
*The promise of gender equality and why it matters*

PN Balji
Founding Editor-in-Chief, TODAY Newspaper
*Can Journalism be saved?*

Bidushi Bhattacharya
CEO, Bhattacharya Space Enterprises
*Automobiles, Aluminium, Asteroids and Astropreneurs*

Yap Jia Qing
Founder, Nurture.AI
*Paving the way for continued breakthroughs in AI and Blockchain*

Additional Info: https://www.ted.com/tedx/events/26226